TOWN OF LA CROSSE
49th TERRACE TRAIL IMPROVEMENT PROJECT
ADDENDUM #2
Date:

June 1, 2022

Project:

49th Terrace Trail Improvement Project

Contact:

Town of La Crosse
Dianne Dubberly, Mayor
20613 North State Road 121
La Crosse Florida, 32658

Owner:

Town of La Crosse

To:

Prospective Bidders

The deadline for submission of bids remains at June 14, 2022, at 2p.m. The bids will be opened
at the Town Council meeting at 6:00 PM June 14, 2022.
This addendum forms a part of the Contract Documents and modifies the original RFP
Documents
This Addendum consists of two (2) pages.
Questions:
1. Sheet C3.10 & C3.30 is calling for turbidity barrier verify that this is supposed to be silt
fence - no turbidity barrier listed on bid form. IF turbidity barrier is required which type
is required
RESPONSE: Plan notes indicate those areas in which turbidity barriers should
be used instead of silt fence. Note difference in line types on plans in these
areas. Turbidity barrier to be of a type per FDOT standards.
2. Per Addendum Number 1 - no culvert extensions are required however on Sheet C3.30 and the
bid form we have culvert work. Verify no box culvert extension is going to be required that the
existing culvert is extended far enough out for the new sidewalk work. Also, your revised bid
form item #9 still has this culvert work but answers to questions states no culvert work is
required. Which is correct & how do you want it bid
RESPONSE: No additional culvert work is included in this project. Item #9 on the bid
form, Culvert Extensions< has been deleted on the attached revised bid form.

3. Verify your quantity of type 1 picket guiderail - it is required at two locations see sheet C3.30
& C3.10
RESPONSE: See plan sheets for the stationing listed at each guiderail location
to determine the dimensions of proposed guiderail.

4. You have broken out your plants with the new bid form, however where do you want us to
account for the irrigation work. Is the city providing a tie-in point for the irrigation if not provide
detail on what is going to be required? Same question for the low voltage electric work for the
irrigation system. Water and power source has to be provided for the landscapers - they qualify it
in their proposals
RESPONSE: Irrigation design was not included in this project. See Note 16 on sheet
L-101. It is up to the Contractor as to how new plants and sod will be watered to
ensure material remains in a thriving condition during the establishment and
warranty period.
5. Verify that we do not have to include the traffic arrows or verbiage for the one-way roadway
shown on the plans that they are existing or that the city is going to install
RESPONSE: No traffic arrows are proposed in the construction plans, i.e. the traffic
arrows were information provided on the plans only and there are no notes to add
one way signs or pavement markings.
6. Verify your quantities on sod per detail on C2.00 - +/- 3200 lf * (6 ft against the roadway +
minimum of 4 foot for slope) + 230 lf *10 = +/- 34,300 sf and this does not take into account all
of the regrading of the swales or the new grades shown on the drawings. All of our landscapers
start at 45,000 sf in their proposals & then qualify anything over that. Do we bid per unit prices
on bid form and then adjust based on actual quantity installed? Advise how you want us to bid so
all of us bid the same way.
RESPONSE: This project is being bid as a lump sum contract, bidders need to
measure and calculate from the plans provide a total sod quantity and total cost. Note
the amount of sod was not quantified on plans as it is unclear how much disturbed
area there will be, depending on how contractors approach the regrading component
of this project.
7. You are calling out tree barricade on the bid form but none is shown on the drawings verify
that this tree barricade will be behind the silt fence being installed or if not provide drawing
showing location requirements for this work.
RESPONSE: Yes, tree barricade should run continuous behind the proposed silt
fence.

